A n all-new serialized collection in fine Genuine Bone Stag featuring five great
Frank Giorgianni etches never before available on collector knives.
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A n alI-new serialized collection in fine Genuine Bone Stag honouring the
Farmer-Miner-Fisherman-Lumberman-Rancher,
Frank Giorgianni has looked deep within
America and with a passion For authenticity . . .
a loving attention to detail . . . a keen eye for
characteristics and a sense of drama and emotion
in the common place has created five simple but
drama tic etchings.
Each etching is meant to honour those
Americans who supplied the muscle and
determination that made America great . . . The
Farmer, Rancher and Fisherman who fed a
growing and hungry nation-the Lumberman
who cut wood that built our homes and towns
and the Miner who supplied the raw materials
that fed our factories.
Now, these fine etchings, a part of our
American Heritage can be displayed, enjoyed and
preserved for future generations.

Fine Genuine Bone Hand Fitted Hand Polished on Solid Brass Liners
The men that these knives honour would
have applauded Schrade's insistance on
perfection, the lavish attention to craftmanship
and detail. Schrade has been creating family
heirlooms since 1904 and is one of the leading
makers of quality collector knives in the United
States. Each serialized knife is handcrafted using
only the finest materials including stain resistant
Schrade' Steela, solid brass and nickle silver and
Featuring genuine hand cut jigged bone handles
hand fitted and buffed to a lusterous finish.
The crowning touch will be a luxurious
Cattleman's shield of nickle silver, individually
inlaid into each handle highlighting the perfect
composition of each knife.
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The Rancher
Strictly Limited Edition
The Schrade Cutlery Classics will be issued
in a strictly limited edition available only from
Schrade Distributors and Dealers by advanced
reservation. They will not be offered individually.
A solid cherry wood plaque with hand
rubbed finish to display the Schrade Cutlery
Classics series will be shipped with the first knife.
An interlocking plexiglass front protects the
knives from dust. The additional four knives in
this series will be shipped at the convenient rate
of one every month. You will be billed for each
of your series at convenient monthly intervals.

Your Satisfaction Assured
Each Schrade Cutlery Classic knife will be
subjected to a number of rigorous inspections to
insure that only flawless specimens are issued.
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